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Abstract The viscous–inviscid interaction (VII) philosophy for modelling aerodynamic boundary layers is
discussed. ‘Traditionally’ the shear-layer equations are solved with pressure prescribed by the inviscid flow,
but then the solution breaks down in a singularity related to flow separation. In the quasi-simultaneous coupling
approach this singularity is overcome by making use of an interaction law. A novel mathematical analysis is presented
of the essential properties of such interaction laws, which is based on classical theory for non-negative matrices.
The performance of a highly simplified interaction law is demonstrated for separated airfoil flow beyond maximum
lift.
Keywords Boundary-layer flow · Flow separation · Goldstein singularity · Matrix analysis ·
Quasi-simultaneous coupling
1 Introduction
The accurate and fast prediction of viscous flow over two- and three-dimensional surfaces is an important problem
in aerodynamics. The continuing advances in efficiency and accuracy of numerical algorithms, together with the
increasing speed and memory size of computers, are enabling viscous flows to be calculated by methods that solve
the full (Reynolds-averaged) Navier–Stokes equations. Nevertheless, whilst Navier–Stokes simulation potentially
offers generality, the computational requirements still limit their use for practical application, especially within a
design optimization environment where a large number of configurations is to be considered.
A possible alternative for the prediction of viscous flow over airfoil sections and wings, is to use the ‘older’
technique of viscous–inviscid interaction (VII). Here, an inviscid-flow solver is coupled to a viscous boundary-
layer calculation method to provide a composite, approximate solution of the Navier–Stokes equations. For many
cases of aerodynamic interest the coupled solution matches experimental data as well as Navier–Stokes simulation,
and this at much lower computational cost; see e.g. [1,2].
VII methods ‘owe’ their existence to Prandtl’s identification [3] of a thin shear layer close to a solid surface,
where viscous forces are dominantly present: the boundary layer. In aerodynamic applications (Fig. 1), the boundary
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Fig. 1 Subdivision of the
flow field around an airfoil
in an inviscid flow region





layer is driven by the inviscid pressure distribution pe or equivalently, because of Bernoulli’s law, by its related
streamwise velocity ue. In the boundary layer the streamwise velocity component is reduced to zero in order to
comply with the no-slip condition at the surface, and the body appears thicker (and smoother) than its original
geometry. The resulting effective shape is called the displacement body. It is obtained by moving the original body
surface outward over a distance δ∗, the displacement thickness.
In (most) situations of attached flow, the boundary layer provides only a small perturbation to the outer inviscid
flow. Together with the above way of reasoning, this strongly suggests to first calculate the inviscid flow as if there
were no boundary layer. The resulting pressure distribution then is fed into the shear-layer equations to obtain its
displacement effect. Herewith a correction to the outer flow can be computed. If desired, this process, called the
direct method, can be repeated until (hopefully) convergence.
However, when regions of reversed flow are present, the direct boundary-layer calculation breaks down. In 1948,
Goldstein [4] presented an extensive study of the breakdown process; since then the singularity at flow separation
bears his name. He came up with a number of possible causes; however, at that time no definitive conclusion could
be given.
A few years later, in 1953, Lighthill [5] shed his light on the related issue of upstream influence in subsonic
and supersonic flow (see also [6]). For supersonic flow, it took only a few years longer to grasp the nature of the
interaction near a point of flow separation. In 1959, Hayes and Probstein wrote in their monograph on hypersonic
flow [7, p. 365]:
… in general it requires solving simultaneously the integrated momentum and energy equations and the
inviscid flow relation describing the pressure along the curve y = δ∗(x).
For subsonic flow, it was not until 1966 that a firm indication on how to prevent Goldstein’s singularity was
given, when Catherall and Mangler [8] presented calculations of a boundary layer with prescribed δ∗. At about the
same time, a further clue was provided by the asymptotic triple-deck theory introduced by Stewartson [9], Neiland
[10] and Messiter [11]. Again, “…a definite loss of hierarchy …” between the inviscid flow region and the boundary
layer was indicated, to quote Lagerstrom in 1975 [12, p. 209].
This lack of hierarchy should also be visible in the numerical information exchange between boundary layer and
inviscid flow, thus guiding its appropriate numerical iterative treatment. In this spirit, in the late 1970s alternatives
for the direct VII method were presented. An obvious choice is to reverse the order of information exchange. This
inverse method survives in flow separation, but its convergence is extremely slow. Henceforth, LeBalleur [13] and
Carter [14] mixed both methods into the semi-inverse method, where both flow regions are solved with prescribed
δ∗, which is then updated based on the difference in the respective ue distributions.
Another idea, in the spirit of Lagerstrom [12], was to avoid any hierarchy in the treatment of both flow regions
by solving the viscous and inviscid flow equations simultaneously [15,16]. However, a fully simultaneous approach
would require both sets of flow equations to be merged into one big system, which is quite complicated in software
terms, and defies any flexibility in flow modeling. Hence, an attempt was made to approximate such a simultaneous
approach, without complicating the (often existing) software. Thus the concept of the interaction law was intro-
duced: a simple, yet powerful, description of the inviscid flow, which can easily be solved simultaneously with the
boundary-layer equations [17,18]. Several examples of interactive calculations have been presented in the literature
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[19–21]. However, the used interaction laws were still rather complex, motivated by the desire to keep their physical
contents as close as possible to the real physics.
In the present paper we will extend our point of view and analyze the quasi-simultaneous approach in a mathe-
matical way. Subsequently, the interaction law will be simplified such that only its bare essentials remain. We end
up with a method which is very close to the classical direct method, and yet has no problems with reversed flow.
This is demonstrated with a calculation of airfoil flow beyond maximum lift.
2 The flow model
2.1 Shear layer
The above situation will be discussed from a specific flow model for the shear layer, namely an integral formulation.
In this way, the origin of the singularity at separation can be pointed out explicitly. Nevertheless, this specific
choice does not sacrifice the generality of the considerations and conclusions. The alternative field description of
boundary layers, see e.g. [22, Chap. 12], possesses the same behaviour, albeit less tractable for theoretical analysis.
The discussion is held in two dimensions, where the situation is more extreme than in three dimensions; see e.g.
[23].
In most VII methods, the flow is described by the Von Kármán’s integral boundary-layer equation, presented













c f , (1)
where θ represents the momentum thickness, H the shape factor (H ≡ δ∗/θ ), and c f the coefficient of skin friction.
This equation is combined with a number of experimentally obtained algebraic relations between several of the
appearing variables. Various proposals have been made in the literature; for an overview see e.g. [25].
Here, we will apply the unsteady version of Head’s entrainment method [26], in which the entrainment coefficient










(ueθ H1) = CE . (2)
Head’s idea is that the entrainment coefficient CE only depends on H1. Experimental data suggest the following
relation
CE = 0.0306 (H1 − 3.0)−0.6169. (3)
The most important closure relation expresses H1 in terms of H only. Figure 2 summarizes versions of this
relation as used at ONERA [27], RAE [28] and NLR [29]. All relationships show a minimum at or near the onset of
flow separation where H ≈ 2.7. This minimum turns out to play an essential role in the interaction process, as we
will see below. For larger values of H the curves disagree, but experimental data to support these curves was (and
is still) rare. Figure 1 of Lock and Williams’ review paper [25] summarizes the existing data. In the calculations to
follow, we have made use of Houwink and Veldman’s formulation [29]
H ≤ 4 : H1 = 12
ht (ht + 2)
ht − 1 , H > 4 : H1 = 1.75 +
5.52273 ht
ht + 5.818181 , (4)
where ht = min{H, 12 (H − 2.732) + 2.732}. For large values of H , this relation has a smaller slope than the other
two, which turns out to be beneficial, as we will see in Sect. 6.
Finally, a closure relation for the skin friction c f is required. The ‘classical’ relationship is provided by Ludwig
and Tilmann, but we will use Green’s modification as it can provide negative values for c f . It is a function of the
shape factor H and the Reynolds number Reθ based on the momentum thickness [29–31]:
c f = c f0
(
0.9
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Fig. 2 SomeH–H1
relationships as used at
ONERA [27], RAE [28]
and NLR [29] around 1980.
The three relations agree on
having a minimum near
H ≈ 2.7, corresponding
with the onset of separation.
For larger values of H the
curves disagree, but
experimental data to support
these curves was rare at that
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It is our experience that the influence of this modification on the computational results is very modest, apart from
the ‘visibility’ of the separated flow region through the sign of c f .
Equations 1–5 form the viscous flow model. As soon as the external velocity ue is known, in principle sufficient
equations are available to find their solution. However, as indicated before, not always a solution can be found;
more on this issue follows below.




















































2.2 Coupling with inviscid flow
The influence of the shear layer on the external flow is described in terms of its displacement thickness δ∗. In 1958,
Lighthill [32] presented several interpretations of the displacement thickness and of the way in which it influences
the outer inviscid flow. In the present paper we prefer to apply the surface transpiration concept, where at the original





This transpiration velocity acts as a boundary condition for the inviscid-flow solver. To understand the physi-
cal information exchange between both flow regions, it is not necessary here to use a sophisticated inviscid-flow
model. During the more detailed mathematical analysis of the viscous–inviscid problem as presented here, a simple
thin-airfoil approximation of the external inviscid flow turns out sufficiently useful:









x − ξ , (8)
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where ue0 is the edge velocity without displacement effects. If convenient, and when accuracy is not of first concern,
the factor ue under the integral can be simplified further to ue0 or even U∞ (the free-stream velocity).
For completeness, at the end points of the considered flow domain boundary conditions for δ∗ are required. At
the upstream boundary the condition follows from the oncoming flow profile; at the downstream boundary one may
simply use dδ∗/dx = 0.
3 Steady and unsteady singularities
3.1 Steady flow without interaction
As soon as the flow wants to separate from the surface, the above strategy breaks down; in particular, no solution
of the boundary-layer equations can no longer be found. In a now famous paper from 1948, Goldstein [4, p. 45]
describes unpublished attempts by Hartree to obtain numerical solutions of the boundary-layer equations near
separation:
All computations in which any attempt was made to obtain real accuracy at and near separation seem to have
met with considerable difficulty. As a result of his computations, Professor Hartree was convinced that there
was a singularity in the solution at the position of separation.
Goldstein “undertook to try to find some formulae that would hold near this singularity and would help in finishing
the computation.” He investigated several possible reasons for this failure near separation. One of his suggestions
is given on p. 50 of his paper [4]:
Another possibility is that a singularity will always occur except for certain special pressure variations in
the neighbourhood of separation, and that, experimentally, whatever we may do, the pressure variations near
separation will always be such that no singularity will occur.
Inspired by Goldstein’s research, since then a number of important steps forward have been made, as described in
the Introduction.
A confirmation of these ideas in an engineering context came thirty years later, when LeBalleur [13,27] presented
his vision on the H–H1 relation discussed in Sect. 2. With reference to the formulation (6), the steady viscous-flow





with B given in (7) and R in (6). From (7) it is immediately clear that the matrix B is singular as soon as dH1/dH = 0,
after which the calculations come to an (untimely) end. In less mathematical terms, the reason for the breakdown at
separation is the minimum in Fig. 2: not for every H1 a value for H can be obtained. Goldstein’s quoted suggestion
turns out correct!
With this hindsight, it becomes clear that the boundary layer itself wants to determine the pressure gradient near
separation, instead of having it prescribed through the external flow. The interaction hierarchy between inviscid
flow and boundary layer is changing from weak interaction (where the inviscid flow region dominates) into strong
interaction (where the boundary layer has an equal say); cf. [24, Chap. 14].
3.2 Steady flow with interaction
When interaction is included, ue should be considered an unknown, together with θ and H . The interaction law
forms the additional equation that is required to facilitate the additional unknown. Thus, the derivatives of ue, which
without interaction are ‘hidden’ in R, have to be made visible and shifted to the left-hand side of (6). A convenient
way is to eliminate ue immediately from the interaction law. When assumed linear, an interaction law looks like
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ue − c δ∗ = RH S, where the details of the right-hand side are not relevant here. The coefficient in front of δ∗ is
going to be positive, as we will see later on, i.e., c > 0.
Using the interaction law, we can transfer the derivatives of ue in the right-hand side of (6) into derivatives of




= Rˆ with Bˆ =
⎛
⎝ 1 + C H(2 + H) Cθ(2 + H)
H1(1 + C H) θ dH1dH + Cθ H1
⎞
⎠ , where C = cθ
ue
> 0. (9)
Again, the right-hand side Rˆ is not important here.
The relevant question is “What happens with Goldstein’s singularity?” The answer follows from the singularities
of the matrix Bˆ. A little analysis shows that it becomes singular when
dH1
dH
= C H1(1 + H)
1 + C H(2 + H) . (10)
As the right-hand side in (10) is positive (note that H , H1 and C are all positive in practical situations), and looking
at the shape of the H–H1 curve, it is found that Goldstein’s singularity moves to larger values of H . If C is large,
and depending on the asymptotic shape of the H–H1 relation, it might even disappear towards infinity. Whether this
has a physical meaning is unclear at the moment. It would require more knowledge on physically realistic H–H1
relations deep in the separated flow regime (where hardly any experimental data are available).
3.3 Unsteady flow
In the unsteady case, the matrix A in the system (6) plays an important role. The system is hyperbolic, with its
characteristic directions λ determined by |λA − B| = 0, where A and B are given in (7). Some analysis reveals that
for attached flow both characteristic directions are positive. When B becomes singular, i.e., at the minimum of H1,
one of the directions changes sign. This physically corresponds to information flowing in the upstream direction,
due to the presence of reversed flow. Cousteix and Houdeville, see [33], have analyzed this situation extensively.
In unsteady calculations this change of direction should be acknowledged to obtain a stable scheme.
However, when A becomes singular one characteristic direction blows up and the whole unsteady system degen-






It is conjectured that this breakdown corresponds with the Van Dommelen–Shen singularity for unsteady flow [34].
Further research into this presumed relation is currently in progress. Addition of interaction does not help, as also
interactive unsteady calculations come to an end when the extent of separation increases [35]. It would be very
interesting to try to relate this breakdown to the asymptotic theory of marginal separation [36–38].
3.4 Bird’s eye view
The above shows that all relevant information, including the generation of singularities, is gathered in the chosen
H–H1 relation. The interesting points are its minimum and the (eventual) point where the tangent passes through
the origin; Fig. 3 (left) summarizes the situation.
The situation can also be explained in terms of the local relation between ue and δ∗; for convenience we restrict
ourselves to the steady situation. When looking at a fixed boundary-layer station xi , the relation can be pursued
between ue(xi ) and δ∗(xi ). It is found [39,40] to have a similar shape as the H–H1 relation, again with a minimum
at the point of flow separation. A sketch of this relation is given in Fig. 3 (right). Obviously, prescription of ue
may run into problems. But also a way out of the problem can be seen. The boundary-layer relation in the graph is
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Fig. 3 Left Singular points related to the H–H1 relation. Right Boundary layer and inviscid flow combined in terms of ue and δ∗. Not
for every slope of the inviscid flow relation a solution can be obtained
to be combined with an inviscid flow relation. When the latter, supposed linear for convenience, has a sufficiently
positive slope—recall we announced to have c > 0 in (9)—a solution to the combined viscous–inviscid problem
appears possible! In the discussion to follow this graph will play an essential role.
4 Quasi-simultaneous VII and the interaction law
We will enlarge the abstraction of the flow model from Sect. 2, by focussing on the streamwise velocity ue and the
displacement thickness δ∗ (thus effectively eliminating H ; as the equations are complicated enough already, we
will not do this explicitly). Both flow domains provide a relation between these two quantities, i.e., in principle we
have two equations with two unknowns. In this abstract setting, the steady version of the coupled VII problem can
be written as
external inviscid flow: ue = Eδ∗
boundary-layer flow: ue = V δ∗
}
⇒ (E − V )δ∗ = 0. (12)
The quasi-simultaneous method tries to work around Goldstein’s singularity—V is singular at separation and
re-attachment—by avoiding any iterative hierarchy. The basic idea is to inform the boundary layer instantaneously
how the external flow will react on changes inside the boundary layer. Hereto, a sufficiently accurate, yet simple,
approximation of the external inviscid flow is introduced, denoted as ue = I δ∗. This interaction law is to be solved
simultaneously with the boundary-layer equations, i.e.,
u
(n)
e − I δ∗(n) = (E − I )δ∗(n−1)
u
(n)
e − V δ∗(n) = 0
}
⇒ (I − V )δ∗(n) = (I − E)δ∗(n−1), (13)
where (n) counts the VII iterations.
The first task of the interaction law is to make the numerical calculations survive, with Goldstein’s singularity as
the ultimate challenge. Here a good description of the local interactive physics is essential. Once the calculations
keep running, as a second task a swift iterative convergence towards the viscous–inviscid solution of (12) can be
pursued. The VII iterations (13) have to account for the difference between the external flow E and its approxi-
mation I ; also here an interaction law that possesses essential properties of the ‘exact’ inviscid flow is preferable.
However, it is stressed that the choice of the interaction law does not influence the finally converged solution of
(13). The latter is solely determined by the choices made for the inviscid and viscous operators E and V in (12).
The interaction law only controls the ‘ease’ with which the viscous–inviscid solution is obtained.
Thus, the final question arises, namely how to choose the interaction law. As indicated, here the physics of the
problem plays a central role. A fair description of how an inviscid flow reacts on displacement effects is delivered by
thin-airfoil theory, in a simple form given by (8). Also triple-deck theory provides this type of approximation [41],
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which makes (8) a good candidate as an interaction law. In fact, this interaction law (describing thickness effects)
together with its anti-symmetric counterpart (describing camber effects) has been used successfully in subsonic as
well as transonic airfoil/wake calculations [19,21].
The implementation of an interaction law, be it the thin-airfoil expressions for thickness and camber or an
influence matrix of a panel method, can be cumbersome. Therefore, it is worthwhile to investigate how much the
interaction law can be simplified without being struck by Goldstein’s singularity. The viscous–inviscid conver-
gence is likely to deteriorate, but the effort to adapt an existing ‘traditional’ boundary-layer code to separated flow
computations will be smaller. Thus, referring to the quasi-simultaneous formulation (13), the question is
How ‘simple’ can the interaction law I be chosen?
This question has been investigated in the PhD thesis of Coenen [42], prepared under the author’s supervision; see
also [43]. She has performed a mathematical analysis based on the theory for non-negative matrices [44, Chap. 2]
and the closely related M-matrices [45, Chap. 2.7; 46, Chap. 2.5]. We will first present the theory as developed by
Coenen. Thereafter, the usefulness of the theory will be demonstrated on a realistic flow problem.
5 A model problem
To shape the theory, in the spirit of Carter and Wornom [47] the flow past an indented plate has been selected as
a model problem (Fig. 4). The dent is about one unit wide and chosen quite deep in comparison with the bound-
ary-layer thickness. Note that we do not intend to produce a physically accurate solution of this flow problem. The
model problem is only meant to be a challenging and representative numerical test case for a VII algorithm.
The dent is placed in a uniform flow with unit velocity U∞. The Reynolds number based on unit length is 108.
The boundary layer is modelled with the steady version of Head’s entrainment method (2). The external inviscid
flow is described by the thin-airfoil expression (8). It is our aim to construct even simpler interaction laws for this
case. Let us first collect some properties of the corresponding discrete operators E and V .
5.1 External flow
The integral (8), in its simplest form with U∞ replacing ue in the integrand, is discretized on a uniform grid with
mesh size h. The displacement thickness δ∗ is interpolated by a piece-wise linear function; only on the two intervals
adjacent to the Cauchy principal value a quadratic interpolation is used:








































∣∣∣∣ i − ji − j − 1
∣∣∣∣ . (14)
Fig. 4 Geometry sketch of
indented plate geometry
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After discretization of the ξ -derivatives in (14), the corresponding discrete matrix E is symmetric, positive defi-
nite with diagonal 4U∞/πh, and with non-positive off-diagonal entries; hence E is a symmetric, positive definite
M-matrix (see Theorem A.3 in Appendix).
5.2 Boundary-layer flow
Referring e.g. to [39,40], we observe that a discrete boundary-layer operator V typically is lower-diagonal, with
negative diagonal entries in boundary-layer stations with attached flow and (slightly) positive diagonal entries in
station with reversed flow. This can be seen from the slope of the δ∗–ue-relation in Fig. 3, which is positive for
attached flow and negative for separated flow. For attached flow this implies that the diagonal of E − V is strength-
ened. However, in separated flow regions its diagonal is weakened, which opens room for eigenvalues to move into
the unstable half plane. Physically this is related to the flow becoming unsteady.
6 Matrix theory of viscous–inviscid interaction
To develop the theory, we will interpret the continuous operators in the quasi-simultaneous method (13) as discrete
matrices without changing the notation. Thus the discrete equation
(E − V ) δ∗ = 0 (15)
is solved, using an iterative splitting
(I − V ) δ∗(n) = (I − E) δ∗(n−1). (16)
We will analyze this iterative approach to solve (15) by theoretical means. As we are considering situations with
steady flow, it is natural to make the following assumption; moreover, it allows theory to be developed.
Assumption 1 The matrices E − V and I − V are assumed to be irreducible, (positive) stable M-matrices, i.e.,
they have positive diagonal entries and non-positive off-diagonal entries, whereas all of their eigenvalues lie in the
stable positive half plane (and the matrices cannot become singular).
In general terms, the convergence rate of the viscous–inviscid iterations (16) improves the more I resembles E .
However, with more complicated I the solution of the shear-layer equations plus interaction law will slow down. We
will present theorems on how the choice of I influences these two iteration processes separately. The performance
of their combination can only be found from experimenting with the model problem. Another relevant item for
practical calculations is the robustness of the iterations. Because the problem is highly nonlinear, one has to be
careful in choosing the iterative path that should lead towards the converged solution. Also here the influence of the
choice of I can be analyzed theoretically.
6.1 Viscous–inviscid iterations
Obviously, when I = E no VII iterations are necessary. However, we would like to simplify I . But how? The
physical idea for constructing an interaction law is that it should contain the essential part of the interaction with
the external flow, i.e., it should contain the local effect of the interaction. From a mathematical, iterative point of
view, diagonal matrices are very tractable. Hence, physical and mathematical ideas come together. Both suggest to
define interaction laws in which some outer off-diagonals of E are omitted, or in which its diagonal is enhanced
(Fig. 5). With E having non-positive off-diagonal entries, this results in a class of matrices for which I ≥ E . The
next theorem guarantees that, indeed, such a choice leads to convergent VII iterations.
Theorem 1 Let the interaction law I be constructed such that I ≥ E. Moreover, let E and I satisfy Assumption 1.
Then:
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Fig. 5 The interaction law I (right) may be obtained from the external flow matrix E (left) by omitting some off-diagonals (here only
two diagonals on each side have been retained)
(1) The viscous–inviscid iterations (16) are convergent.
(2) The convergence rate of the viscous–inviscid iterations decreases monotonically with the number of off-
diagonals dropped.
Proof
(1) Since E − V and M ≡ I − V are M-matrices and N ≡ I − E ≥ 0, the splitting E − V = (I − V )− (I − E) is
regular and convergent (Theorem A.2), i.e., ρ(M−1 N ) = ρ((I −V )−1(I −E)) < 1, which proves convergence
of the VII iterations.
(2) Next let Ia and Ib be two different interaction laws, where Ib contains less off-diagonals and/or a larger main
diagonal, hence Ib ≥ Ia . Then 0 ≤ Na ≡ Ia − E ≤ Ib − E ≡ Nb ≥ 0, and since the splittings of the M-matrix
E − V are regular we have (Theorem A.2)
ρ((Ia − V )−1(Ia − E)) ≤ ρ((Ib − V )−1(Ib − E)) < 1,
which proves the second part of the theorem. 	unionsq
6.2 Boundary-layer iterations
During each VII iteration a boundary-layer computation has to be performed in which (16) is solved. This is done by
repeated marching through the boundary layer, starting near the stagnation point and proceeding in a downstream
direction. Thus, a Gauss–Seidel type of iteration is performed:
(Id − Il − V ) δ∗(k) = Iuδ∗(k−1) . (17)
Here I = Id − Il − Iu , with Id a diagonal matrix, Il a strictly lower triangular matrix and Iu a strictly upper
triangular matrix. Further (k) indicates the kth boundary-layer iteration. This method ‘only’ has to iterate on the
upper triangular part of the matrix I − V , which here consists of entries from I . Hence it may be expected that
a ‘small’ upper-diagonal part will speed up convergence of the boundary-layer sweeps. Also, an increase of the
matrix diagonal is expected to be profitable. Indeed, under Assumption 1 it can be proven that the Gauss–Seidel
convergence improves monotonically with the number of dropped off-diagonals in I . The following theorem gives
a precise statement [42,43].
Theorem 2 Let the interaction law I be constructed such that I ≥ E. Moreover, let E and I satisfy Assumption 1.
Then:
(1) The boundary-layer iterative process (17) is convergent.
(2) The convergence rate of the boundary-layer iterations increases monotonically with the number of off-diagonals
dropped.
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Proof
(1) As in the proof of Theorem 1, convergence of the Gauss–Seidel iterations (17) is guaranteed because under
the assumptions the corresponding splitting is regular (Theorem A.2).
(2) Next, let Ia = (Id)a − (Il)a − (Iu)a and Ib = (Id)b − (Il)b − (Iu)b be two different interaction laws,
where Ib contains less off-diagonals and/or a larger main diagonal. Hence, (Id)b ≥ (Id)a , (Il)b ≤ (Il)a and
0 ≤ (Iu)b ≤ (Iu)a . It follows that (Id)b −(Il)b −V ≥ (Id)a −(Il)a −V . Since V does not have upper-diagonal
entries, under Assumption 1 both are M-matrices, and Theorem A.6 yields 0 ≤ ((Id)b − (Il)b − V )−1 ≤
((Id)a − (Il)a − V )−1. Further, straightforward multiplication of the non-negative matrices involved shows
that the Gauss–Seidel iteration matrices for the two interaction laws satisfy 0 ≤ ((Id)b − (Il)b − V )−1(Iu)b ≤
((Id)a − (Il)a − V )−1(Iu)a . Thus the iteration matrices are non-negative, and the Perron–Frobenius theorem
(Theorem A.4) states that a similar inequality holds for their spectral radii. Hence Gauss–Seidel iterations for
interaction law Ib converge at least as fast as those for Ia . 	unionsq
Theorems 1 and 2 state that the convergence of the boundary-layer iterations reacts opposite to the convergence
of the VII iterations: the VII iterations prefer an interaction law I which resembles the ‘exact’ inviscid flow, whereas
the boundary-layer iterations prefer a ‘small’ interaction law. Especially, it is remarked that an interaction law that
only consists of a main diagonal does not require boundary-layer iterations at all. We will discuss this trade-off in
Sect. 7.1.
6.3 Robustness
As already discussed in Sect. 3, the boundary-layer formulation is highly nonlinear. In Fig. 6 we copy Fig. 3, where,
at a fixed boundary-layer station, the dependence between the edge velocity ue and the displacement thickness δ∗
is shown [40]. For a solution to exist, in terms of Fig. 6, the slope of the inviscid-flow relation has to be sufficiently
large (at least larger than the asymptotic slope of the boundary-layer relation). In more mathematical terms, the
eigenvalues of E − V should all lie in the stable half plane.
When an interaction law is selected, a similar reasoning applies. In particular we do not want the iterations to
break down because of unfavourable properties of I − V . In Fig. 6, an interaction law with a smaller slope than E
could jeopardize the calculations; an example is indicated by “non-robust interaction law”. A safer way is to choose
the slope of I steeper than that of E , as indicated by “robust interaction law”. In mathematical terms, we want the
eigenvalues of I − V to be sufficiently far away from the imaginary axis, at least as far as those of E − V . The
distance from the axis is given by the minimum real part of the eigenvalues; this quantity is defined as τ(I − V )
(see Theorem A.5).
Again, theory can be developed. Theorem 3 shows that τ(I − V ) > τ(E − V ), hence the eigenvalues of I − V
are further away from the imaginary axis than those of E − V . Moreover, the distance to the axis grows with the
Fig. 6 Boundary layer,
inviscid flow and some
interaction laws. The latter’s
slope should be sufficiently
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number of dropped off-diagonals, herewith increasing the robustness of the boundary-layer calculation. Also in this
robustness respect, an interaction law consisting of only the main diagonal of E scores best.
Theorem 3 Let the interaction law I be constructed such that I ≥ E. Moreover, let E and I satisfy Assumption 1.
Let τ(A) denote the minimum real part of the eigenvalues of A. Then:
(1) τ(I − V ) ≥ τ(E − V );
(2) τ(I − V ) is a non-decreasing function of the number of outer off-diagonals set to zero and of the magnitude
of the diagonal entries, respectively.
Proof By assumption, both E − V and I − V are M-matrices; moreover I − V ≥ E − V . Then Theorem A.5
immediately gives τ(I − V ) ≥ τ(E − V ), which proves the first part of the theorem. Next, let Ia and Ib be two
different interaction laws, where Ib contains less off-diagonals and/or a larger main diagonal. This gives Ib ≥ Ia ,
hence Ib − V ≥ Ia − V . Again, Theorem A.5 yields τ(Ib − V ) ≥ τ(Ia − V ), which completes the proof. 	unionsq
Corollary 1 Let the interaction law I be constructed from E by dropping off-diagonals or by increasing its diagonal.
Then:
(1) τ(I ) ≥ τ(E);
(2) τ(I ) is a non-decreasing function of the number of outer off-diagonals set to zero and of the magnitude of the
diagonal entries, respectively.
Proof According to its construction I ≥ E ; moreover both are M-matrices. Hence they satisfy Assumption 1 for
the case V ≡ 0. Then application of Theorem 3 with V = 0 does the rest. 	unionsq
In terms of Fig. 6, the drawn slopes of the inviscid flow operator E and the interaction laws I correspond with
their smallest eigenvalue. All other eigenvalues would lead to steeper lines. A quantity like τ(E − V ) corresponds
with the difference in slope of the inviscid-flow relation and the boundary relation. As long as this difference is
positive we may expect a solution of the nonlinear viscous–inviscid problem to exist. In this respect, Theorem 3
and its corollary guarantee that the proposed interaction laws (obtained by omitting diagonals of E) are lying on
the robust side in Fig. 6, with slopes larger than that of the targeted ‘exact’ inviscid flow.
7 Simplified interaction in practice
7.1 Indented plate
The theory behind simplifying the interaction law will first be tested with the above indented plate (Fig. 4). As
suggested by the theory, the interaction law I is chosen by simply dropping off-diagonals in the ‘exact’ inviscid
flow matrix E . However, there is no rigorous proof that Assumption 1 is satisfied, an assumption which was quite
helpful in developing the theory. Nevertheless, let us see what happens.
A large number of calculations was performed in which the number of dropped diagonals was varied from 0
(i.e., I = E) to all but one (i.e., I = diag(4U∞/πh)). All calculations did converge (as predicted by Theorem 3),
albeit at various convergence rates. Let us summarize them.
Figure 7 (left) gives the number of VII iterations as a function of the number of retained off-diagonals. Three flow
situations have been distinguished: one with attached flow (when the dent is very shallow), one with mild separation,
and one with severe separation (as in Fig. 4). For all choices of I the VII iterations are found to converge. Moreover,
in line with Theorem 1, the convergence of the VII iterations improves monotonically with the number of diagonals
retained in I . For large numbers of off-diagonals, the limit number of iterations is 2–3. For attached flow this can
be compared with the direct method which also requires three iterations to converge (in the separated flow cases
the direct method breaks down).
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Fig. 7 Number of VII iterations (left) and total number of boundary-layer sweeps (right) as a function of the number of retained
off-diagonals
When the number of retained off-diagonals is increased, the number of VII iterations drops fast. However, it
leads to slower convergence of the boundary-layer iterations (in line with Theorem 2). Thus, an essential question
is whether this increase in boundary-layer sweeps can be compensated by a decrease in VII iterations. Therefore
the total number of boundary-layer sweeps (i.e., from all VII iterations added together) has also been monitored in
Fig. 7 (right). A local minimum is found to exist when the interaction law only consists of the main diagonal (in this
case one boundary-layer sweep per VII iteration suffices). When off-diagonals are added, the average number of
Gauss–Seidel sweeps per VII iteration is found to increase,1 as predicted by Theorem 2. The important observation
is that, when adding more off-diagonals, the decrease in VII iterations becomes dominant: a minimum total number
of boundary-layer sweeps is found in the limit I → E . In this limit, the number of boundary-layer sweeps should
be equal to the number required for a fully simultaneous treatment, i.e., when (15) is solved by Gauss–Seidel. This
is indeed the case.
Thus for the interaction law two interesting choices exist. One option is to choose it according to the ‘full’
external flow; the other option is to choose it equal to only the diagonal 4U∞/πh of the inviscid flow matrix. As
the first option is against our quest for simplicity, below we will test the second option on a realistic problem of
boundary-layer flow past a two-dimensional airfoil.
7.2 Subsonic airfoil flow
The above ideas on simplifying the interaction law will now be tested for aerodynamic flow past a NACA 0012
airfoil (at Re = 9 × 106, and M∞ = 0); experimental data is available, e.g. [48, App. IV]. The inviscid flow is
modelled by potential theory, and computed by means of a panel method [42]. The boundary layer is modelled with
the steady version of Head’s entrainment method (2). It is solved together with the diagonal interaction law
I = diag{4U∞/πh}. (18)
We stress that this interaction law is unaware of the Kutta condition and the latter’s effect on the global circulation;
it only accounts for the local VII physics—but this turns out to be sufficient. Surely, the Kutta condition is part of
the ‘exact’ inviscid flow as denoted by the inviscid flow operator E in (12). Its influence on the global flow pattern
is accounted for through the VII iterations (13).
1 The average number of Gauss–Seidel sweeps can be reconstructed from Fig. 7 by dividing the total number of boundary-layer sweeps
by the number of VII iterations.
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A large part of the lift polar has been computed (Fig. 8). The calculations turn out to be highly robust. It appears
that even for separated-flow cases beyond maximum lift, the calculations converge without any need for a good
initial guess; they can be started from scratch! The number of VII iterations with the extremely simple interaction
law (18) typically is less than 100 at zero lift up to 1000 around maximum lift. Only for larger angles of attack,
beyond maximum lift when stall is setting in, the computations break down. This robust numerical behaviour is all
due to the selected interaction law. The number of iterations may sound large, but they can easily can be combined
with the time-stepping in an unsteady inviscid flow solver. Anyway, for two-dimensional simulations, the computing
times count in just seconds on an average PC.
Finally, the agreement of the computational results with experiment is quite good. However, here the interaction
law deserves no credit; the latter is merely taking care that converged results are obtained. The integral method
described in Sect. 2 is doing the fine job here, although it was basically developed in the 1970s. Navier–Stokes
solutions still have a hard time to yield similar results [1,2].
8 Epilogue
Prandtl’s 1904 boundary-layer theory formed the starting point for the viscous–inviscid interaction methods that
have been developed in the last two decades of the 20th century. They have become very popular, since in comparison
with brute-force Navier–Stokes solutions they are about two orders less expensive, whereas for flow conditions with
thin shear layers the results are equally useful. Because of their modest computational complexity, they are ideal to
be used in aerodynamic optimization studies [15,49,50] or in multi-physics problems like aeroelasticity [51].
The greatest challenge has been to understand and resolve the singularity at separation, which occurs when the
boundary-layer equations are solved with prescribed pressure. In 1948, Goldstein [4] already foresaw the possibility
that near separation in general no solution does exist, unless the pressure satisfies certain properties.
In the 1950s Lighthill wrote some further seminal papers on the subject [5,32], with the role of hierarchy already
visible between the lines. His research inspired Stewartson and contemporaries to develop the asymptotic framework
valid near separation: the triple deck [41]. In 1975, Lagerstrom [12] described his view on the triple deck: boundary
layer and inviscid flow have to be solved simultaneously. A few years later, LeBalleur [27] and Veldman [17,39]
showed in engineering terms where the problems at separation came from. It is through this type of insight that the
use of viscous–inviscid interaction methods in engineering applications could flourish.
The quasi-simultaneous method is one of the methods that emerged. It makes use of an interaction law to be
solved simultaneously with the boundary-layer equations. In the paper, mathematical ideas and arguments have been
presented to select such an interaction law. Aspects like convergence rate and robustness have been discussed. Again,
one-century old science plays an important role: the theory of Perron and Frobenius on non-negative matrices.
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An interesting question, also of high practical relevance, is how close one can get to Prandtl’s original boundary-













This slight change, unlikely to be further simplified, results in a highly robust calculation method for separated flow,
even applicable to airfoil calculations beyond maximum lift. I am quite sure that Sir James Lighthill would have
liked the simplicity of this approach, as well as the combined mathematical and physical reasoning behind it [52].
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Appendix: Matrix prerequisites
In the above analysis use is made of a number of well-known results on matrices and iterative methods, which are
collected here. A dominant role is played by M-matrices defined as [44, Chap. 3.5; 45, Chap. 2.7; 46, Chap. 2.5]:
Definition A.1 (M-matrix) A real matrix A = (ai, j ) with ai, j ≤ 0 for all i = j is an M-matrix if A is nonsingular,
and A−1 ≥ 0.
Especially, the latter property is very helpful in producing regular splittings A = M − N , with M−1 ≥ 0, N ≥ 0,
for which Mx (k+1) = N x (k) + b converges.
Theorem A.2 (Convergent splittings for M-matrices) When A, M1 and M2 are M-matrices, whereas 0 ≤ N1 ≤ N2,
then the splittings A = Mi − Ni (i = 1, 2) are regular and convergent. In particular we have 0 ≤ ρ(M−11 N1) ≤
ρ(M−12 N2) < 1.
Proof The proof follows e.g. from Theorem 3.13 and Theorem 3.15 in Varga [44, Chap. 3.6] and/or Theorem 5.5
and Corr. 5.6 in Young [45, Chap. 4]. 	unionsq
Diagonal dominance, in combination with the correct sign pattern, produces M-matrices, as formulated in the
next theorem from Varga [44, p. 85]:
Theorem A.3 (Diagonal dominance) If A = (ai, j ) is a real, irreducibly diagonally dominant matrix with ai, j ≤ 0
for all i = j , and ai,i > 0 for all i , then A−1 > 0. Hence A is an irreducible M-matrix.
M-matrices are closely related to non-negative matrices. For the latter we have the theorem of Perron (1907) and
Frobenius (1912), which makes statements about their largest eigenvalue. For M-matrices this leads to information
on their eigenvalues with smallest real part; see especially Horn and Johnson [46, pp. 128–131].
Theorem A.4 (Perron–Frobenius) Let A ≥ 0 be an irreducible matrix. Then:
(1) A has a positive real eigenvalue equal to its spectral radius.
(2) ρ(A) increases when any entry of A increases.
Proof Varga [44, Theorem. 2.1]. 	unionsq
Theorem A.5 (Minimum eigenvalue of M-matrices) Let A be an irreducible M-matrix, and let τ(A) be defined
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(1) A has a real eigenvalue equal to τ(A).
(2) τ(A) decreases when any entry of A decreases.
Proof For sufficiently large α > 0 we can write A = α I − Aˆ, where Aˆ is a non-negative matrix. Next apply the
Perron–Frobenius theorem to Aˆ. 	unionsq
Finally, we need a comparison theorem on inverses of M-matrices:
Theorem A.6 (Inverse comparison) Let A and B be M-matrices, with A ≤ B. Then A−1 ≥ B−1.
Proof Horn and Johnson [46, p. 117]. 	unionsq
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